
Liverpool Riverside CLP has experienced growing and significant tensions between members
over the last 12-18 months. An investigation was launched in October after the Party received
a series of complaints of uncomradely behaviour, endemic behavioural problems within
meetings and incidents of anti-Semitism. This investigation received written statements
signed by 96 members of the constituency party which have informed this report.
Tensions have developed between a large group of members and the CLP Executive
Committee, with numerous allegations and counter-allegations being investigated.

The Investigation

Uncomradely behaviour

During the course of interviews, several members stated categorically that, faced with the
prospect of a CLP meeting, they would not feel comfortable attending with five members
citing fears for their own or others' physical safety. Those still attending made it very clear
that they will stop attending meetings if things continue unchanged. Several recollections
brought members to tears. Older members likened the environment in the CLP today to that
faced in Liverpool when the Militant Tendency was at the height of its power. This
investigation received many reports from members who described the CLP as being
characterised by a "toxic atmosphere", "fear" and "intimidation like a punishment cell".

At the heart of these accusations lies a tension between a vocal group of regular CLP
attendees and the CLP executive. The EC has, as a matter of course, met very infrequently for
several years as there has been no need for regular meetings. Despite the rise in
membership, they have continued to meet sporadically, which has caused frustration
amongst many members who feel that they should meet regularly in order to administer the
CLP more effectively. This has resulted in an acrimonious atmosphere at most meetings over
the last 18 months, attested by members on both sides of the disagreement. The EC has
indeed struggled to administer the CLP effectively. There have been several meetings,
particularly the All Member Meeting on July 1st 2016, where members not appearing on CLP
membership lists have arrived without proof of membership. Difficulties have arisen where
the EC has had no choice but to let such people in due to the administrative difficulties of
checking every attendee's name at a meeting where attendance has far exceeded any
precedent. Additionally, where people have arrived at meetings whose membership could not
be verified, tension has arisen over the prescience of meetings amongst those who have not
received meeting notifications and subsequent suspicion of extra-pary organising.

The Chair and Secretary have been the target of a great deal of abusive behaviour from a
number of members. The decisions they have made during meetings have often been met
with derision and anger, even where those decisions have been made In the face of an
indignant attendees numbering well over 100. Both sides have failed to communicate
effectively with each other, but the uncomradely behaviour displayed towards the EC, typified
by a "them and us" mentality, has fallen short of the standard expected of party members and
has contributed to ill feeling within the constituency.
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Several individual incidents are alleged to have taken place at meetings - including members

being told to Yuck off' for expressing their '.de,'ß, one member physically threatening the MP,

and several members alleged to have been shouted at or harassed during meetings. This

investigation received reports from searal members that every meeting in the last c. 18

months has featured uncomradely behaviour in the form of-shouting down" of speakers,

"heckling", "Jeering, •threats- and a "baying atmosphere from a group of members who greet

opinions they do not share with sardonic remarks. Several reports detailed members having

to leave meetings due to the stressful atmosphere, while others refused to return to
meetings.

Tensions have been stirred in the last 12 months as a result of the promulgation in the media
of several reports regarding Liverpool Riverside CLP. Several members expressed grievances
with these reports - not only based on their alleged basis in untruths. but also because they

felt aggrieved at what they perceived as attacks on them through the media. Members from

both sides of the argument have appeared In local and national press outlets. This press

attention has been regrettable. as it has brought the local party into disrepute In the public

eye, though the author of the anonymous document initialty found in several national media

outlets has not been possible to trace.

This irræstigation has found there to be a problem with behaviour and atmosphere within the

CIP. particularty during All Member Meeting. Elected representatives of the party are

routinely harassed, and media attention has heightened this enmity. Additional difficulties

have arisen from the fact that the location used for the meeting of July 1 st • a well-known local

centre which is one of the few remaining suitable venues for the size of the CLPs

membership • has since refused to allow the Party use of Its premises due to the unpleasant

nature of that evening. The meeting "ended in chaos" fo(lmving a vote of no confidence In the

Chair and the incumbent breaking down in tears amidst a great deal of shouting and personal

abuse. The atmosphere in meetings is evidently at best unpleasant and at worst an acerbic

one, and the high number of first-time attendees unwilling to return or longstanding

members unwilling to contjnue their attendance Is indicative of an endemic problem. This

inwstjgations finds that a great deal of these issues have come as a result of the difficulties in

manaøng such large numbers at ail member meetings. There is little doubt that the EC has

struggled to communicate effectively with the membership which has been growing apace,

and Is hoped that me recommendations of this report help the newly elected EC (post-AGM)

to tackle the administrative problems faced by the current EC as well as lessen the Impact of

any uncomradely incidents or difficult atmospheres within meetino.

And-Semitism

There have been CIP meetrtgs durtng which anti-Semitic incidents are alleged to have taken
These have arisen as a rewlt of Interrogations' of the MP over the Israel.

Paiesgne eonnct.

aågarre of each meting the MP circulates a wrttten accourfi of her Parliamentary
wttich then reßÜts on at the start of the meeting ThB investigaoon re•newed
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these reports and sparse mention of the Middle East, but members attested unanimously
that a significant proportion of each meeting is given over to intense questioning on Israel
from the floor following the MP's report. It would appear that the issue arises without fail in
CLP meetings - regardless of the MP's report - often as a platform to attack the MP. This has,

on occasion, spilled over into incidents which have drawn allegations of anti-Semitism,
particularly where some members have felt that others are holding the MP - a Jewish woman

- personally accountable for the actions of the Israeli government. Three individual incidents
were reported to this investigation as having taken place in the public forum of CLP meetings,

with over 10 subsequent complaints received about online comments or comments made or

overhead in private in the context of CLP meetings. The most extreme of these involved one

member describing Zionism as "a danger to the Jewish people" and a "negation of the

principles of Judaism itself', and explicitly suggesting Israeli responsibility for ISIS, Hamas and

Al Qaeda. Such interventions have been met in meetings with perceptible shock and

denouncements, but the atmosphere of meetings is such that these reactions have been

"shouted down". Incidents of online abuse have included members stating that the MP's

voting record is "enough to incite anti-Semitism", that the MP's ethnicity has contributed to

her having a "major blind spoe on the Israel-Palestine conflict, and that the MP is "JLM's

bitch". One member remarked in a meeting that Israel was "responsible for the global rise in

anti-Semitism", while another made comparison between the so-called "terror tunnels" in the

Gaza Strip and the tunnels in the Warsaw Ghetto used by Jews to escape Nazi terror. This

investigation found that the members involved in making these statements demonstrated

little regard for other members and no consideration as to whether such statements might

cause grave offence. First-hand witness statements received by this investigation allege that

other examples of incidents and comments alleged to have been made within the context of

CLP meetings and online activity include the following:

• Every Jew is a "Zio-fascist" if they support Israel's existence; Israel has no right to exist.

• Jews bear an individual and collective responsibility for the actions of the Israeli

government. Israel and Zionists "created ISIS for their own purposes"

• Israel is funded by America at the behest of the "Jewish lobby/'

• "Other Zionists" are targets "when they can be identified" and "deserve to feel

uncomfortable" in CLP meetings.

Several submissions to this inquiry have denied the presence of any anti-Semitism in

the CLP, whereas others have said variously that "as a Jew I am seriously considering whether

I can continue to be a member of the Labour Party' and "I am Jewish and I have been put off

going to local meetings". This investigation finds that whilst there is not an endemic anti-

Semitism problem within the CLP, there have been incidents where criticism of Israel has

been framed in language which can be deemed anti-Semitic and has caused offence to other

members. This has contributed to an environment in which Jewish members have taken

legitimate offence at a select few egregious statements and have been unwilling to continue

any association with the party. Individual disciplinary cases will be taken where appropriate to

ensure that no member feels uncomfortable attending party activity. Furthermore, the

aforementioned "obsession" with questioning the MP over Israel - an exercise which takes up

CLP time and puts off the majority of members who do not come to meetings to discuss the
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Middle East - is carried out by a minority and has contributed to a fragmented and hostile

atmosphere within the CLP.

Conclusions

There can be no doubt that Liverpool Riverside CLP has experienced severe difficulties over

the last year and a half, exacerbated by the public playing out of tensions between some

members and the MP and elected representatives of the Party. Meetings have been typified

by tensions and uncomradely behaviour, while incidents of anti-Semitism seem to have

occurred with troubling regularity. The investigation has made explicit to all members its aim

of finding a way for the CLP to return the effective campaigning force which has delivered

outstanding election results over the last twenty years in local and national elections. It has

sought to find a way to settle differences between members, ensure that the causes of
tensions are removed, and to forge an environment in which no single member is
uncomfortable in or deterred from party activity. It is believed that some of these difficulties
can be resolved through the lessening of the administrative and emotional strain on the EC to
both deal with a very large membership and also to deal with an incredibly difficult
atmosphere. It is believed that where this report has mentioned failings on the part of the EC,
these can in part be mitigated by the great emotional stress these members have been under,
feeling threatened and, in one instance, "terrified every time my phone rang". The
recommendations are deemed not only necessary, but an effective way of resolving the
burden on the EC whilst encouraging mass participation across the constituency. They are
aimed at easing structural and administrative difficulties arising from a vast membership as
well as ensuring that uncomradely behaviour is negated and that the conditions of meetings
can be managed better and conducive to comradely debate and spirited campaigning.

Recommendations

• Liverpool Riverside CLP moves to a Branch Delegate structure with the following
stipulations to be reviewed by the regional board in three years:

0 7 branches (each ward forms its own branch) with 1 Delegate per 25 ward
members for the first 100 members and 1 Delegate per 100 members
thereafter (with the Branch Secretary an ex-officio member of the CLP).

o A steering group is to be set up by the regional office in consultation with key
stakeholders from the CLP to oversee the implementation and Branch AGMs.

• Upon completion of all Branch AGMs, the CLP is to run its AGM to elect an executive
committee. This is to be done with supervision from Regional Office/Board.
The CLP Executive is to meet once a month to coordinate local campaigning activity as
well as any other CLP business.

• The CLP Executive is to organise regular events open to all CLP members, including
policy forums and campaigning days.

• All role-holders in Liverpool Riverside should receive training on organisational
matters, including formal meeting structures and internal ballot best practice.

• Branch Delegates to sign the membership code of conduct and guidelines on conduct
in meetings to be circulated to all delegates.
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